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Abstract

Healthcare buildings are designed to achieve diverse objectives, ranging from providing appropriate environments where care can be delivered to communities to increasing operational efficiency and improving patient flows and the patient experience. Improvements in operational efficiency should result from state-of-the-art buildings, more appropriate layouts, departmental adjacencies, efficient clinical and business processes and enhanced information systems. However, complexities around requirements and stakeholders management may prevent the achievement of such objectives. The aim of this article is to identify and understand how healthcare services (re)design and building design can be integrated to facilitate increased performance both in terms of service delivery and future changes. Findings indicate that current approaches and innovation are restricted due to functional barriers in the design process, and that there is a need to support the development of operations driven design through time (e.g. flexible and durable) that satisfies diverse needs.
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Introduction

Healthcare involves providing care and supporting well being through treatment, prevention and education. The delivery process is subject to regular change due to myriad forces that range from political influences and tensions to medical and service innovations. In this context, the importance of appropriate buildings in which healthcare can be delivered has been widely recognised (EVANS; MCCOY, 1998; ULRICH et al., 2004). Additionally, many authors have argued that concepts originally developed to improve efficiency and effectiveness of manufacturing processes can also be applied to improve service delivery (BUTLER; LEONG; EVERETT, 1996; MANGO; SHAPIRO, 2001; LI; BENTON; LEONG, 2002; HEAD, 2003; CHASE; APTE, 2007). Such argument is based on the premise that problems that arise in the delivery of healthcare are similar in many ways to traditional operations management problems (BRANDEAU; SAINFORT; PIERSKALLA, 2004). In fact, the original concept of operations management is being extended to incorporate production and service delivery, through what is referred to as the product-service paradigm (OLIVIA; KALLENBERG, 2003).

Building design should support new ways of working, contributing to redesigning care around the patient and delivering patient-focused environments (LAWSON, 2004; FRANCIS, 2002; GESLER et al., 2004). Design should also enable flexibility and adaptability to adapt to future changes, focus on the impacts of the surroundings on the patients and staff (PATI; HARVEY; CASON, 2008) and provide positive contributions to urban areas. This requires an alignment between healthcare service delivery and building design. However, the interactions between the design of healthcare services and that of buildings do not seem to be recognised or properly understood. Past research pointed out problems in the delivery of primary healthcare facilities due to poor linkages between service and building design (TZORTZOPOULOS et al., 2006). Furthermore, inexperienced construction clients, such as healthcare professionals have difficulties in understanding design and construction, and therefore in providing appropriate information at the right time to support these activities (COOPER; JONES, 1995; BARRETT; STANLEY, 1999). Conflicting requirements are commonplace, and decision making structures tend to be complex (CAMPOBASSO; HOSKING, 2004; CODINHOTO et al., 2009).

Three areas of knowledge are investigated to provide new theoretical insights on design for operational efficiency and effectiveness: operations management, service operations management and healthcare service operations. Such literature domains have been structured around a generic model shown in Figure 1, which aims to provide a holistic and systematic perspective on the integration of service and building design.

This model argues that building design and healthcare service delivery should be planned and executed in an integrated fashion. Such integration supports value generation, e.g. the establishment of streamlined services which are delivered within appropriate buildings, improving patient and staff experience and supporting operational efficiency. The main research question is:

How can service and building design be more appropriately integrated?

This paper is organised around the three conceptual areas described in Figure 1. The last section of the paper sets out conclusions and sub-questions which are guiding current research.

![Figure 1 - Innovative holistic design solutions](image_url)
Operations Management (OM)

OM\(^1\) focuses on understanding and improving processes, identifying problems and route causes, making waste and inefficiencies visible, supporting appropriate value generation and enabling organisational learning (LIKER, 2004). Its principles have been adopted in manufacturing, construction and healthcare aiming at increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the production and delivery of goods and services (KOSKELA, 2000; HEAD, 2003; DAVIS; HEINEKE, 2005; CHASE; APTE, 2007).

Many companies are currently undergoing a paradigm shift from product delivery to through-life service support. Therefore, the separation between goods and services has become somewhat of an artificial distinction today (BRYSON; DANIELS; WARF, 2004). The shift applies across a range of different sectors, including defence, aerospace and construction. In healthcare, this is often implemented through Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) which involve design, construction as well as facilities management over periods of 25-30 years. Therefore, the focus of OM is on product development, physical production as well as service delivery.

The theoretical standpoint for this research is based on the TFV (Transformation, Flow and Value generation) theory proposed by Koskela (2000) and Koskela and Howell (2008). Koskela (2000) has proposed the integration of the three different approaches, regarding is as a theory of production.

The first is the value generation model. This theory can be traced back to Aristotle in his suggestion of the method of analysis and synthesis. The basic idea is to start from ends, find the means, realise them and demonstrate that they fulfil the ends (KOSKELA; HOWELL, 2008). However, it is contended that the model has not reached the sophistication it should deserve, and there hasn’t been clear theoretical links between the seminal work of Aristotle and more recent work on areas such as quality management or design science (KOSKELA; HOWELL, 2008).

The second, transformation model, regards production as the transformation of inputs into outputs in an atemporal way. This model is very generic and simple, and has been widely used both in research and practice to understand the production of physical goods as well as information (e.g. design). However, it describes production itself as a ‘black box’ and abstracts time away, therefore presenting shortcomings.

The third is the flow theory of production, in which a temporal view of production is taken. Production is understood as the flow of materials and information through time between different stakeholders. Queuing theory provides a model for this theory, which is often associated with lean production templates.

Noteworthy is the fact that although these theories compete through their respective production templates, are almost never competing directly, i.e. they are not discussed simultaneously (KOSKELA; KAGIOGLOU, 2005; KOSKELA; HOWELL, 2008).

Design for operational efficiency should focus on reducing waste and increasing value generation in building design and service delivery. In this context, value implies streamlined, effective services delivered in appropriate buildings. Similarly, design should also aim at achieving decreased loss of value due to gaps and distortion in requirements or missing validation and verification. The understanding of means for reduction of waste and increase in value generation through design can be achieved through investigating the processes through which healthcare services and environments are envisioned, planned, developed and delivered. From this thinking, a research questions is posed:

*How developments in hospitals are defined, assessed and executed? How are requirements for such projects defined? Which stakeholders are involved? How these are managed?*

Service Operations Management

Service operations management is concerned with delivering services to the customers or users and, as such, it involves understanding needs, managing the processes that deliver the service, ensuring objectives are met and process improvement is sought (JOHNSTON; CLARK, 2005). Services are “[ . . . ] interpersonal and intangible in nature, are produced and consumed simultaneously and are co-produced [ . . . ]” with the customer, being fundamentally different from the production of physical products (DUBE; JOHNSON; RENAGHAN, 1999; BERTRAND; DE VRIES, 2005; CHASE; APTE, 2007).

The service concept involves the consideration and design of all the elements of a service from
the perspective of the buyer and seller, or, in the case of healthcare, patient and provider (ROTH; MENOR, 2003). Building layout, décor, supporting equipment and technology are considered core elements in this context. Other core service elements include facilitating goods (e.g. forms), facilitating information (e.g. diagnostics), explicit services (e.g. a consultation) and implicit services (e.g. comfort, well-being) (ROTH; MENOR, 2003).

The literature proposes models to support the planning, design implementation and management of services operations. Some of these are briefly described below. Service blueprint is a mapping technique for visualising service systems. It describes in a snapshot form an essentially dynamic phenomenon (SHOSTACK, 1984; 1987). The use of blueprints help the service creation process so as to identify problems before they happen, and also to test the quality of services being offered (MANGO; SHAPIRO, 2001; CHASE; APTE, 2007). Service blueprints may be used to map healthcare processes, describing possible scenarios. Such blueprints could inform the design of built environments to allow for efficiency and support innovation.

The customer contact model describes that the potential efficiency of a service system is a function of the degree of customer contact entailed in the creation of the service (CHASE, 1978). More specifically, the less direct contact the customer has with the service system, the greater is the potential of the system to operate at peak efficiency. Conversely, where direct customer contact is high, the smaller is the potential to achieve high levels of efficiency.

A related concept is the front and back office services (JOHNSTON; CLARK, 2005), described in Figure 2. Front-office processes deal directly with customers and tend to be visible to them. Back-office processes operate at a distance from customers and tend to be largely invisible to them, and are frequently more efficient as a result. Customers tend to inject a greater degree of variability of demand when they are able to interact with the people involved in the service production process. This model of provides interesting insights regarding how the patient influences healthcare delivery. The separation of back and front-office services can support the achievement of better environments for patients as well as efficiency in healthcare delivery. For example, an orthopaedic clinic could be designed so that the circulation of patients is separated from support services like plaster, X rays or scans. This would allow for a calm patient environment and more efficient use of equipment and staff.

Finally, the ‘experience economy’ model argues that services are undergoing a transformation from the traditional concept of service transaction to one of an experience (FITZSIMMONS; FITZSIMMONS, 2004). It suggests that as services become more like commodities, experience emerges as the next step in the progression of economic value. This model relates to the concept of the patient experience, which has been at the forefront of many initiatives across the UK National Health Service (NHS) (BOURN, 2006). This demonstrates the recognition of the importance of patient values, emotions and judgements in the delivery of healthcare. Therefore, value in healthcare processes is very much related to intangible patient perceptions. Healthcare value is also more closely related to the quality of care and dignity than to the output of the process itself, e.g. even though the objective is to heal patients, this is not always possible.

Rationalisation and productivity improvement in healthcare are very important questions and will always be a challenge for the service operations field. It is interesting to note that none of the models described above explicitly address built environment considerations as having a direct influence over service delivery. It is however important to understand which types of infrastructure, equipment, and workforce decisions are critical to achieve the commonly acknowledged goal of providing quality health service at a reasonable cost (LI; BENTON; LEONG, 2002). Therefore, a research question is posed:

Which building design decisions are more likely to influence service effectiveness?

Healthcare Operations Management

Healthcare Operations Management has been defined as the design, planning and control of all of the steps necessary to provide a healthcare service for a client (VISSERS; BEECH, 2005). Therefore, it “[ . . . ] is concerned with identifying the needs of clients, usually patients, and designing and delivering services to meet their needs in the most effective and efficient manner [ . . . ]”.

According to De Vries, Bertrand and Vissers (1999), the continuum of health care delivery
includes, vertically, from general practitioners and primary care to highly specialised care by university hospitals, and horizontally from acute care to psychiatric care, care for disabled and care for the elderly. Roth and Menor (2003) describe that most service management problems are fuzzy and unstructured, multidimensional and complex. Such dimensions of healthcare delivery clearly impact the built environment. People’s homes are part of the care continuum as it is where self care happens. Care at home has a growing role as populations are better informed, becoming ‘expert’ patients. Primary and community care is aimed to be delivered through ‘health neighbourhoods’, providing care and education integrated with local services e.g. libraries or sports halls, promoting healthy living. Secondary care is delivered through dispersed hospitals, and tertiary care in centralised campus with specialist services, research and teaching.

Healthcare operations management problems include planning issues related to the care continuum. Brandeau, Sa infort and Pierskalla (2004) point out that these include:

(a) definition of the scope of services and its design;
(b) design and management of the healthcare supply chain e.g. network of hospitals, outpatient clinics and laboratories;
(c) planning and design of the buildings;
(d) selection of clinical equipment;
(e) planning and management of demand and capacity; and
(f) general issues like scheduling, workforce planning and job design.

Healthcare process: transformation view

Healthcare processes have been defined through a transformation view. Accordingly, inputs may include materials, equipment, technology, buildings, staff and customers, patient demands or perceived needs, other hospital providers, finances and suppliers (VISSERS; BEECH, 2005; JOHNSTON; CLARK, 2005). Outputs can be both goods and services (JOHNSTON; CLARK, 2005), health status, client perception and use of resources.

Vissers and Beech (2005) proposed three types of processes, i.e.:

(a) clinical processes including treatment modality and protocol; provider-patient encounters;
(b) management processes, including infrastructure, provider-patient encounters; and
(c) ancillary processes e.g. cleaning.

The same authors point out that outputs include health status, as well as client perception and use of resources. De Vries, Bertrand and Vissers (1999) offers a different perspective, in which hospital processes are organised around:

(a) emergency department for acute cases;
(b) outpatients department for patients that are referred for specialist consultation;
(c) diagnostic centres used by GPs for diagnostic and support services; and
(d) inpatient wards for patients requiring overnight treatment.

Furthermore, hospitals are generally organised by specialty, e.g. internal medicine, cardiology, paediatrics, etc. The physicians belonging to a specialty are specialised in treating complaints in a well-defined part of the human body, and often there are even sub-specialisations within a specialty. Similarly, hospital products have also been organised around specialty.

Consequently, it is possible to state that there is not enough clarity in the literature regarding the concepts of healthcare processes or products. There are different views about what hospital processes and products are, and taking a broader healthcare perspective, the picture seems to get even more unclear due to the myriad different healthcare configurations (BUTLER; LEONG; EVERETT, 1996; YOUNG et al., 2004).

Patient pathways: flow view

Patient pathways focus on patient journeys, being defined as an “outline of anticipated care, placed in an appropriate timeframe, to help a patient with a specific condition or set of symptoms move progressively through a clinical experience to positive outcomes” (MIDDLETON; BARNET; REEVES, 2001). Therefore, pathways represent the flow view on healthcare, in which the focus is on the patient flow through the system within a timeframe.

There are challenges in practice to disentangle actual patient pathways and obtain a clear picture of journeys that may loop back on themselves and

\footnote{Also referred to as care pathways}
bounce across boundaries between primary and secondary care (YOUNG et al., 2004). The same authors describe that even though it might be possible to identify better pathways, it may not be clear how to resource it, e.g. rigorous elimination of all waiting in accident and emergency departments would free up the waiting room and triage staff and release time spent interacting with waiting patients and their friends. However, it is less clear how this extra resource could be deployed whilst ensuring that queues would not develop.

Furthermore, although processes can be relatively easily defined in a manufacturing process, those followed by individual patients depend on clinical judgments at various stages, increasing variability, which may complicate a rigorous analysis (BUTLER; LEONG; EVERETT, 1996; YOUNG et al., 2004). Young et al. (2004) argue that some services, like maternity care, exhibit some lean characteristics, i.e. the absence of waiting lists, a strong focus on the pathways of mother and child and responsiveness to their needs. However, different illnesses and different patient types require different treatments and therefore diverse pathways. Whilst a broken rib on a young patient may require a relatively clear pathway, if the patient is elderly and suffers from different morbidities, the pathway may vary greatly.

Therefore, even though there are attempts to adopt a flow perspective in healthcare, there are a number of challenges that still need to be tackled. Once more, the links between the patient pathways and buildings in which healthcare services are delivered seems to have been abstracted away.

The patient experience: value view

From the customer’s perspective, service is the combination of the customer experience and their perception of the outcome of the service. The healthcare experience is created through the way in which the patient, information and materials are processed and how they link together (JOHNSTON; CLARK, 2005). Experiences can be thought of as an outcome of a service or as a distinct economic offering, i.e. time-based or a value-added component underlying a service (ROTH; MENOR, 2003). The focus on the patient experience clearly brings value generation to the forefront of healthcare delivery.

Value generation in design is influenced by a number of different issues which are not directly related to service operations, e.g. social and cultural aspects and preferences of patient groups (e.g. the elderly, children). The improvement of the patient experience needs to consider such broader issues, as well as the quality of the environment and the services provided.

Buildings and operational efficiency and effectiveness

Research linking new buildings and operational efficiency in healthcare is scarce. One example is the work of Hejna (2004), who proposed a strategy for healthcare organisations involved in planning and implementation of facility replacement projects. The following steps are proposed:

(a) establish a clear and compelling vision and expectation for the facility project;
(b) assess current operations to identify opportunities for improvement;
(c) undertake a structured, operations-driven facility planning process;
(d) foster broad participation and ownership in the planning process; and
(e) maintain a focus on the hospital's existing strategic growth and performance improvement.

Hejna (2004) also suggested four key issues for operations driven facilities planning. The first is the definition of key operational concepts. These relate to front-end patient processes such as institution-wide plans for scheduling and registration, use of information technology, creation of service delivery zones including back and front-office aspects of the clinical care delivery model, and systems for supply acquisition and distribution. The second is the establishment of a vision and planning performance for each major functional area, considering needs and expectations of customers, scope and type of services to be offered and good practices. The third includes the design of critical processes within each major function, incorporating patient and work flows, key support processes, functional interrelationships, required physical adjacencies, and patient throughput requirements. The final issue is the identification of enablers for each major process, e.g. human resources, clinical and information technologies, organisational culture and departmental interrelationships.

The description provides a prescriptive approach to planning healthcare buildings. It is argued that such an approach might hinder the achievement of overarching process improvement as it
emphasises the design of somehow isolated functional areas in healthcare buildings. Clearly, further research is needed in the area.

**Discussion**

There are conceptual gaps that arise in adopting OM to healthcare, including a consideration of the extent to which patients, service providers, or even taxpayers may equate to customers in commercial settings and the way in which health outcomes, patient satisfaction, or even cost can be legitimately used to define value (YOUNG et al., 2004). There is poor clarity in the literature regarding healthcare processes and products. Such clarity is required to allow for process analysis and improvement. However, healthcare can be approached and analysed from myriad perspectives, and it may be too broad a concept to allow for a specific process definition.

Moreover, service configurations in healthcare tend to be complex. Service delivery may include several loops and recovery time in some cases is poorly predictable, generating variability. Such variability affects healthcare buildings in terms of, for instance, the number of beds in a hospital. Changes of service models and technology also impact healthcare buildings, requiring greater building flexibility and adaptability (PATI; HARVEY; CASON, 2008). Questions remain however regarding how building flexibility can support a constantly changing service demand over time and how cost effective such strategy is in practice.

The role of buildings in the delivery of healthcare services is recognised in the literature. For instance, it impacts directly on patients and staff flows as well as on service configuration and patient perceptions (LAWSON, 2004). However, there are little attempts to link service design and building design.

**Conclusions**

This paper has explored the literature on operations management and healthcare. The discussion focused on the links between buildings design and healthcare service delivery around transformation, flow and value generation. Gaps on the knowledge have been discussed for each perspective analysed and the following research questions requiring further investigation are posed:

*How can service and building design be more appropriately integrated?*

*How developments in hospitals are defined, assessed and executed? How are requirements for such projects defined? Which stakeholders are involved? How these are managed?*

*What building design decisions are more likely to influence service effectiveness?*

These questions need to be addressed through further research into the planning, design and delivery of hospital environments.

Within the literature and in practice, focus has been mainly given to the transformation view. In healthcare terms, this equates to having hospital processes and buildings which are organised around functional areas which tend to be approached as isolated functions. Such partial perspective creates barriers for building design and service innovation, and hiders the achievement of overarching improvements (e.g. increased value) from the patient perspective. Therefore, there are major challenges in achieving design for operational efficiency in practice. There is clearly a need to move from such transformation perspective towards a flow and value views on the process, as demonstrated in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Healthcare</th>
<th>T (Transformation)</th>
<th>F (Flow)</th>
<th>V (Value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buildings</td>
<td>House: different, usually isolated functions</td>
<td>Support: Patient pathways • Learning • Visual mgmt</td>
<td>Promote: Patient experience • Staff working conditions • Cleanness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 - Transformation, flow and value generation in healthcare facilities - a need to move towards flow and value perspectives
Furthermore, even though the flow and value generation perspectives do exist in healthcare, there are still poor clarity on the knowledge base and more specifically on the links between these and the built environment. For instance, from a flow perspective, healthcare services look at patient pathways, enabling organisational learning and the use of techniques like visual management. However, even though healthcare buildings should support the patient pathways, buildings seems to be abstracted away from the pathways literature. Finally, even though the patient experience has been at the forefront of many improvement initiatives, there is a need for further research into the role of the built environment in improving the patient and staff experience in healthcare. Design for operational efficiency may support achieving improvements in practice through better flows and creating patient value.

The need for a better conceptualisation of the links between healthcare service design and delivery and building design is clear. The development of a more holistic and integrated theoretical body of knowledge will offer appropriate guidance for support improvements in practice.
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